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Finding overall system effectiveness from a multicriterion
environment using SAM weapon systems as an example, is the
purpose of this thesis. SAM weapon systems were rated by four
groups of experienced individuals, and judged overall system
effectiveness for each system was calculated using the Con-
stant Sum Scaling Method. Multiple regression analysis was
then used to establish a functional relationship between over-
all system effectiveness and weapon characteristics (including
missile price). It was concluded that there were no signifi-
cant differences among the judged results in the four groups,
nor between judged and functional overall system effectiveness
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I. INTRODUCTION
A measure of effectiveness (MOE) is a correlate, an esti-
mator, or a predictor of true value. It is used to find out
how well an existing system works, or to find out what an
existing system is worth compared to other similar systems.
A MOE can be used to make an existing system work better, or
to design, select, and prepare to operate future systems so
that they will achieve a higher performance. A MOE should be
operational, measurable, analytically tractable, and able to
support decision making [1] .
The MOE of a weapon system is an important, if not one of
the most important aspects of military planning. "Which
system is most effective?", "how much better is one weapon
system than another among similar systems?", "what effect
will a change in a major characteristic of the system have on
the overall MOE of the system?", are questions that have to
be answered before any final decision can be taken about
which weapon system to buy.
In this paper Surface to Air Missile (SAM) weapon systems
are chosen to illustrate one methodology used to answer such
questions. A structured relationship between MOE ' s obtained
from military experts' judgments, and major system charac-
teristics will be developed, so that experts' judgments will

not necessarily be required when the performance of similar
systems are to be assessed in the future.
Chapter II will give the research approach (and what's
unusual about it). Chapter III will cover the concept and
the general experimental procedure. The chapter will discuss
the choice of the major SAM characteristics, and how necessary
data was collected. Selection and grouping of judges will
also be outlined. The content of Chapter IV is an introduc-
tion to the Constant Sum Scaling Method, and the use of the
method to compute the overall system effectiveness for each
weapon system, within each selected group of judges.
A functional relationship between the system effective-
ness and the system characteristics will then be established
in Chapter V using multiple linear and nonlinear regression
analysis. Major conclusions, observations, and recommenda-




An MOE is normally used together with a concept or model
of a system of operations (characteristics for SAM weapon
systems in this study). Combining individual MOE's for each
operation (characteristic) into an overall system effective-
ness is not a trivial problem. The usual approach is to find
some linear or nonlinear combination of the individual MOE's
that will give an overall MOE for the entire system of opera-
tions. The equation obtained from the best combination will
give an estimate of the overall system effectiveness. There
is however no way the obtained estimator can be tested because
the true overall system effectiveness is indeed unknown.
A different approach, that attempts to find an equation
that
(i) tends to reflect that way decision makers are
thinking, and
(ii) can be tested,
is the main purpose of this paper. In Chapter IV an overall
judged system effectiveness value will be established for
each of seven SAM systems, independently of any linear or
nonlinear combination of individual MOE's. Then in Chapter
V, these judged overall system effectiveness values will be
compared with least-squared error models of the individual
11

MOE's (characteristics). The difference between the two
independently obtained overall system effectivenesses is then
reflected in the least-squared error (SE = (S - S) ), which
is a good measure of the accuracy of the candidate model.
A methodology has thus been established that allows testing
of the overall system effectiveness models. This area of
analysis is found under various titles, but is most often
referred to as Policy Capturing [2] . For the purpose of this
paper, judgement modeling will probably be a more consistent
terminology.
It must be emphasized that this paper will estimate the
overall system effectiveness of SAM weapon systems by measur-
ing and judging only selected operational characteristics
and missile prices. Other elements of combat that are of
equal or greater importance will not be reflected in this
research. It should thus be recognized that the applied




This chapter describes the general concept of a func-
tional relationship between independent and dependent
variables, or in other words, between individual weapon
system characteristics (MOE's) and judged overall system
effectiveness, respectively. Another purpose of the chap-
ter is to demonstrate how data was collected, and further
to discuss selection of weapon systems and characteristics,
using SAM weapon systems as example.
A. CONCEPT
One problem to be solved in this paper is how to find a
function that can estimate one set of dependent data (over-
all system effectiveness) from another independent set of
data (system characteristics). This concept is notationally
expressed in Figure 1, or if expressed in matrix notation
as
:
§ = ^h * h ' '" ' ?m^ • ^^^
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n-1,1 n-1, 2 n-l,m
nl n2 --Xnm
Figure 1
Functional Relationship [3: p. 53]
The above model (relationship) has n systems or in-
stances, and thus n overall system effectivenesses have to
be estimated. Mathematically each estimated value would
then be noted:
S. = F (X., , X.^,
1 ^ il' i2* , X.^); i
= 1,2, ---,n. (2)
B. GENERAL OUTLINE
Figure 2 illustrates how the experimental procedure is
divided into three separate sections. A detailed dis-
cussion of Section I will be covered in this general outline,
while Sections II and III (scaling to determine overall sys-
tem effectiveness and determination of the functional rela-
tionship between overall system effectiveness and system
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1 . Selection of a Weapon System and Its Major
Characteristics
SAM weapon systems were chosen to illustrate the
methodology of finding overall system effectiveness of
weapon systems. In order to avoid using classified data,
and further to avoid judges having certain preferences to
well-known systems that unconsciously could change their
judging, seven fictitious SAM weapon systems (A - G) were
designed. Real-life systems were thoroughly studied to
make the designed systems as realistic as possible. The
primary operational mission was chosen to be point-to-
point defense with area defense as a secondary mission.
Selection of weapon system characteristics proved to be
more complex than imagined. There are of course, a large
variety of characteristics that affect the effectiveness of
a weapon system. The fact however that some characteris-
tics differ very little among different systems made the
choice a little easier. These characteristics could be
excluded because they would not make any significant
changes in the analysis. Finally, the following four SAM
weapon system characteristics were selected together with
missile price :
X-. : kill probability of a single shot
X2 : reaction time (seconds from detection to missile
launch)
X7 : max effective range (in km)
16

X. : average missile speed (in mach)
Xp '. missile price (in 10,000 o£ dollars).
The operational aspects together with the purchase
price of new missiles were considered as the most important
semblance to this study, and were thus the main reason
for the choice of the above characteristics. Other charac-
teristics like mobility, missile guidance, and system
maintainability are all important characteristics, but were
considered less operationally significant. In addition, it
would be difficult to obtain useful numerical values for
each of them due to lack of standard measurements. The
characteristic values describing the seven fictic SAM
weapon system are shown in Table 1.
2. Selection of Scaling Method
Many scaling methods could be used to obtain system
effectiveness by judges using data from Table 1. Numerical
evaluation, ordinal, categorial judgement, or the Constant
Sum Scaling Method could all be used. In this study it is
however a question about judging how much better one system
is than another. A ratio scale that can be used directly
for comparison of the two systems is thus necessary. Judg-
ments are further required on a rather high-level scale so
only modest computational efforts (not time consuming) are
needed. The number of systems to be compared is also rather
moderate. Among those scaling methods available the Constant
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3 . Selection of Judges
There appears to be no rule or standard for desig-
nating individuals as "experts". Officers with a good
theoretical and practical background on SAM weapon systems
proved to be hard to find. The chosen approach was there-
fore primarily to use the resources already available at the
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in form of its officer
students. A questionnaire was sent out to every Navy line
officer with experience from surface-ships, and to every
naval aviator. A total of 450 questionnaires were distri-
buted at NPS and 112 were completed and returned. Of those,
51 were from line officers with experience from SAM weapon
system. Later in the study these 51 responses will be
referred to as Group 2. An additional 13 questionnaires
were received from officer students having exceptionally good
theoretical and practical background (Army, Air Force, or
Naval officers with air defense (AD) billets, or with AD
department head experience) . Ten questionnaires were also
completed and returned from the US Array Air Defense School
at Fort Bliss, Texas, and 15 were received from the Royal
Norwegian Air Defense Academy. All together this makes an
additional group later referred to as Group 3, with 38 indi-
vidual answers, considered to be the real experts' judgments.
By combining all the obtained data, a fourth group with 137
completed questionnaires was established.
19

Having grouped the answers the above way, a wide
variety of analytical judgments are covered. It was anti-
cipated that Group 1, the naval line officers, would pro-
bably consider primarily the defensive aspect of the missile
systems, and Group 2, the naval aviators, would equally
probably consider primarily the offensive aspect. Group 3
would hopefully, being at a high level of experience,
judge both the defensive and the offensive aspects.
4. Preparing the Questionnaire
Questionnaires employing the Constant Sum Scaling
Method tent to be lengthy because n x (n - l)/2 judgments
have to be made (n being number of instances) [4] . In this
study 21 pairs have to be judged. This requires a quick,
easy and accurate method to compare two SAM weapon systems
by their characteristics, and judge how much better one is
than the other. Within each of the 21 pairs, the judges
will be asked to make ratio scale judgments by splitting
100 points in term of the relative overall effectiveness of
the two SAM weapon systems. For example: A 80^ B 2_0^ if
the judge considers system A has four times the overall
system effectiveness as system B, or: A 5_0 B 5_0 if the
judge considers system A to be equally effective to system
B. The questionnaire is displayed in Appendix A.
So far in this paper, seven SAM weapon systems with
five characteristic values have been chosen as a data base.
A scaling method has been selected, and a population of
20

judges identified. Questionnaires have been sent, and
answers have been collected. The next chapter will evaluate
the information obtained from the judges, and establish
the judged overall system effectiveness values for each
weapon system within each of the four groups, using the
Constant Sum Scaling Method.
21

IV. COMPUTATION OF SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
Having collected all necessary data, the next step is to
compute the overall system effectiveness, and to compare the
results obtained within each of the four groups.
A. CALCULATION OF THE OVERALL SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS FOR
EACH WEAPON SYSTEM WITHIN EACH GROUP USING THE
CONSTANT SUM SCALING METHOD [5; pp. 105-116]
The Constant Sum Scaling Method is designed to scale a
property having either a natural origin or an origin upon
which judges agree [4] . The values sought and obtained in
this study will be the system effectiveness values for each
weapon system obtained from each group, labeled S., ;
i = A, , G; k = 1, , 4; such that for example Sp^ will
be system effectiveness obtained for Weapon System F from
judgment Group 3. Each judge has been asked to make a ratio
scale judgment by splitting 100 points within a pair of in-
stances (weapon systems). If n were the number of instances,
a total of nx (n-l)/2 pairs had to be judged.
Let a. . be the notation used to represent the number of
points a judge gives to instance j when it is compared to
instance i. For each judge the n x (n-l)/2 responses can be
arranged in a matrix A where cross diagonal elements sum to
100 and where all diagonal elements (representing instances
compared to themselves) are 50. If there were p judges all
22

together, a new matrix A, being the average of all the indi-




a. . = . (3)
The next step is to compute a new n x n matrix W with
a. .
elements W. . = -^ . (4)
Ji
In W, cross -diagonal elements will be reciprocal to each
other and diagonal elements will have the value 1. "Each
element W. . provides an estimate of the ratio of two of the
scale values we are seeking, S. and S., and we could write
W. . = estimate of
S
j Scale value of instance i " r. ^^
r^ c 1 i z—
=
z [4: p. 31.S. Scale value of instance i l r j
1
Since there are more estimates (21 W..'s) than there
ij
are instances (seven weapon systems) to be estimated the
solution given in the W matrix will be overdetermined. One
could for example compare systems A and B in (n - 1) dif-
ferent ways:
W





To resolve this multiple estimate problem a least squares
approach over the estimates may be used. If the estimation
is perfect we would have
W.. = 5]- . (5)
and by taking the natural log on both sides we get
In W. . - (In S. - In S.) = 0. (6)
To get as close as possible to this perfect solution we want
(In W. . - (In S. - In S.)) to be as small as possible for
^ 13 J 1
^
each pair of instances i, j. In other words we want to find











i=l j=l ^^ ^ ^
(7)
n n
Q= E Z [(lnW..)-2x InW. . x InS . + 2 x InW.. x S.
i=i j=i ^y iJ 1 iJ 1
+ (InS.)^ - 2 X InS. x InS
.
+ (InS.)^].
In order to minimize Q we take the n partial derivatives with




^ n n 2 X In W. . 2 x InS . 2 x InS
.
J 1=1 J=l J J J
n n
E Z [ - In W. . + InS. - InS
.
] = 0, and
i=l j=l ij J 1^ '
n n n n n n
Z Z InS. = Z Z InW. . + Z Z InS
.
,
i=l j=l J i=l j=l ^^ i=l j=l ^
which finally gives a new set o£ equations,
n n




InS. = ^-^ + ^^-^
; j = l,2,---,n. (8)
In order to give a solution entirely in terms of the
observed W. . it is necessary to specify a unit for the
ij
scale value. There will be no loss in generality if the







This gives a simple algebraic expression for the least-









= 1,2, ---,n, (9)
or alternatively by taking the antilogarithms
,
n
S . = [ TT W
J i = l IJ
J ; J = l,2,---,n. (10)
The scale value o£ instance j, S. (overall system effective-
ness of weapon system j), as derived from the least squares
method is simply the geometric mean of the j column of the
W matrix.
The Constant Sum Scaling Method has now formally been
established. Applied on the judged data it gave A and W
matrices for each group (Appendix B)
.
The values for the judged overall system effectiveness,




System Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
A 1.906 2.025 1.707 1.892
B 0.559 0.612 0.559 0.577
C 1.435 1.442 1.490 1.452
D 0.959 0.887 0.977 0.931
E 0.510 0.502 0.525 0.510
F 1.243 1.115 1.212 1.188
G 1.102 1.126 1.137 1.120
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Table 3 gives a rank order of the judged overall system
effectiveness within each group.
Table 3
Rank Order of Overall System Effectiveness
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4












^G h Sg h
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h h h
All four groups of judges rank the different SAM weapon
systems overall system effectiveness in the same order, with
exception of S^^ ^^^
^-c? ^^at changed places. The values
of S and S^ do not however differ significantly for any of
the groups (differences between 0.011 and 0.141), which
probably makes it difficult to conclude that System F is




It should be noted that the top expert group (Group 3)
gave the highest ranked system (System A) its lowest score
among the groups and the lowest ranked system (System E)
its highest score among the groups. In other words it seems
like the most experienced judges were the ones to be most
careful to draw distinctive conclusions. Figure 3 gives a
graphical picture of the results summarized in Table 2.
Having established judged overall system effectiveness
values (JOSE) , the next step is then to find a functional
relationship between the JOSE and the system characteristics,
a functional overall system effectiveness (FOSE) . This will
be the content of the next chapter.
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In the previous chapters overall MOE's for the seven SAM
systems were determined within each group of judges. In this
chapter a functional relationship between overall-
,
grouped
system effectiveness and system characteristics, as seen in
Table 4, will be sought using linear and non-linear multiple
regression.
A. FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OVERALL SYSTEM
EFFECTIVENESS AND SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
An APL computer program named "REGRESS" taken from
OA3660 APL workspace. Public Library Number 2 at the Naval
Postgraduate School [6: p. 103] will be used throughout
the functional analysis. "REGRESS" does a multiple regres-
sion analysis, relating the dependent variable S for over-
all system effectiveness to the independent variables
X- to Xp for system characteristics. The outputs, as seen




standard errors SE, regression coefficients
(the constant term a and coefficients b, to br) , t - sta-
tistics for each coefficient, estimated values for the
overall system effectiveness S, and residuals. In addition
plots of residuals versus estimated overall system effective-
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Tables 5 through 8 show summaries of the analysis for
each group of judges. A part of the analysis was to see if
the rank order of the SAM weapon systems obtained by the
Constant Sum Scaling Method (Table 3) , changed substantially
under the functional analysis. Column eight in Tables 5
through 8 summarizes this aspect.
1. Reflections Behind the Choice of Candidate Models
In the process of trying to obtain a transformation
of the independent variables that will give a good estimate
of a known value, trial and fail may be the most important
part. By looking at the data some reflections can however
be done, as:
- should all the independent variables have the same
impact?
- do some have a positive influence, and others a
negative one?
- does any independent variable take a dominant role in
form of being significantly more variable than others?
- does any independent variable take a less important
role because of little variability?
Such reflections can make it easier to find the right
transformation. For this study, the first seven transfor-
mation are to be considered more or less as trial and fail
(the best among many have been listed) . More consideration
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((1)) The candidate model
5
Si=a+ Z b.xX..,i=l,2,---,7,
is a linear combination of the characteristics.
((2)) The candidate model
4 1/5
Si = a + Z b. X X.. + b^ x X.^ ; i=l,2, ,7,
j=l J ij 5 i5 '
transforms X^., being the cost of a missile, by using the
fifth root (which gave the best result of all applied trans-
formations on Xr)
'
Any transformation where a linear combination of
the independent variables was raised to a power greater
than 1.0 gave a bad data fit with unacceptably high stan-
dard errors.
Negative powers and logarithmic transformations
however gave an overall more satisfying result as shown in
Tables 5 through 8.
((3)) The candidate model
4 1/5
S.=a+ln [ E b. X X.. + bp X X. r ]; i=l,2,---,7,
1 •=! J iJ 5 i5





((4)) The candidate model
4 1/5
S.=exp[a+ln[ E b- x X + b. x X
, ]]; i=l,2,---,7,
1
i = l-^ -'
is the natural log of both the overall system effectiveness
and of the linear combination of the characteristics.
((5)) The candidate model
1/5 -1
S.=a+[ E b, X X,^ + b^ X X,
^ ] ; i=l,2,---,7,
1
-: = 1 J 13 5 i5
is the reciprocal of the linear combination of the charac-
teristics .
((6)) The candidate model
4 1/5 -1
S. = [a + E b. X X.. ^ b5 X X.3 ] ; i=l,2,---,7,
is a linear combination of the characteristics and the
reciprocal of the overall system effeciveness
.
((7)) The candidate model
4 1/5 -2
S. = [a + E b. X X.. + b X X
, ] ; i=l,2,---,7,
is a linear combination of the characteristics and a recipro-




It should be noted that the seven first candidate
models have only one residual degree of freedom. Obtained
transformations are therefore not very robust and highly
sensitive to small changes in the independent variables.
Nonlinear combinations of the independent variables will
increase the residual degrees of freedom and thus give more
robust transformations.
((8)) The candidate model
S. = a + b, X (2 X X., X X.J + b- x ( ir-rr)
1 1 ^ ll l4^ 2 \r 1/2^
12
X 5 1/2
+ b3 X (^) ; i = 1,2, ---,7,
13
is a transformation that combines the independent variables
X^ and X. in such a manner that the higher the product
(X^ X X.) , the better the SAM system. The reciprocal of
X^ was used because it was considered that the overall
system effectiveness would possess diminishing marginal
returns with respect to increasing reaction time, X^ . The
4 in the numerator was chosen to give approximately the same
impact from this new second independent variable as for the





Correlation Between Independent Variables
h ^2 h ^4 =^5
^1 1.00 0.64 0.20 0.54 0.03
h 0.64 1.00 0.37 0.38 0.27
h 0.20 0.37 1.00 0.56 0.93
^4 0.S4 0.38 0.56 1.00 0.24
h 0.03 0.27 0.93 0.24 1.00
It was therefore concluded that these two variables should
^5 1/2be combined. ( y— ) gives about the same impact as for
^^3
the other two new independent variables. With three inde-
pendent variables the residual degrees of freedom increases
to three which means a more robust transformation than the
former ones.
((9)) The candidate model





shows the same nonlinear combination as ((8)) except that
the reciprocal of X^ is used because of the diminishing
marginal returns in overall system effectiveness with
respect to increasing cost.
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The last four candidate models use nonlinear com-
binations such that only two new independent variables
are applied for the regression analysis. This increases
the robustness even further. It should be noted that
reciprocals are used both for X^ and for Xp, using the
assumption of diminishing marginal returns with respect to
increasing characteristic values for these two variables.
((10)) The candidate model
S. = a+b^x((2 X X.^)^ X X.^)^ + b^ X ( ^)x(^)^/^
X.2 ^ iS
i=l,2,---,7,
is a nonlinear combination of the original independent
variables that is constructed by applying obtained know-
ledge from previous transformations.
((11)) The candidate model
S.=a*b^x((2 X X.^)2 X X.^)" . b^ X (^^)x(^)
i2
i=l,2,--- ,7,




((12)) The candidate model
T
1/4 , 1/5 2 1/3
S = a.b^x[4xX.^x(^) X i') ] ^ b^ X (X.3 x X )
iz i5
1 = 1,2, ---,7,
uses the assumption that the higher average missile speed
X., the longer the maximum effective range X^, and vice versa.
((13)) The candidate model ((13)) is the same as ((12)), but
with 3/2 as exponent of the first new independent variable
instead of 2.
Tables 5 through 8, containing all candidate models
for each of the four groups of judges, are meant to be a
guide for decision makers to select the best equation (trans-
formation) among the presented thirteen. General rules can
be applied to assist in the choice.
The coefficient of determination is
^2 _ Regression sum of squares . .
Regression sum of squares + Residual sum of squares* ^ ^
The smaller the residual sum of squares (RSS) the better is
2
the candidate model and thus the closer R is to the value
1.0000 (which is considered to be ideal) the better.
The standard error, SE is defined as,




The smaller the standard error, the better the candidate
model. In Appendix C, standard error can be read for each
SAM weapon system, within each group, and for each of the
thirteen candidate models.
The F-ratio is defined as
P _
Regression mean squares
Residual mean squares (13)
and the lower the Residual mean square (RMS) the better is
the equation. In other words, the higher the F-ratio the
better
.
The t-statistics are obtained for the constant a
and for each of the regression coefficients b-, to br. Our
B, - b.
^ ^





1 -a ^ -^ '
1,2, ,6, where
b- = estimated i— coefficient,
b. = i— coefficient given by the null-hypothesis,
f" Vi
V..= i— diagonal element of the variance - covariance matrix,
11 ^
t,_ (n - k) = value from t-table with significance level
a and (n-k) degrees of freedom, where n = number of SAM
weapon systems, and k = number of independent variables.
For a = 0.05 and the worst case, k = 5, t. (n-k)=2.920.
'
' 1 -a
Lower values for t. can give unpredictable results even if
2




Figure 4 through 7 show plots of standard error SE
2
versus R for the thirteen selected candidate models, over
each group of judges. If any decision should be made on
2
the basis of SE and R alone, candidate models ((4)), ((6)),
and ((7)) seem to be the best. Common to these three how-
2
ever, is that R is based on a transformed dependent
variable (S) , and is thus not directly comparable to the
rest of the candidate models. What can be seen for candi-
date models with 3 residual degrees of freedom is that
model ((9)} is better than ((8)) for every group, based on
2
SE and R alone. Just as easy is it to establish the fact
that for candidate models with 4 residuals degree of free-
dom, ((13)) is better than ((10)) and ((11)) for every group
B. SELECTION OF THE BEST EQUATION
To select the best candidate model from Tables 5 through
8, seems to be an easy task. The model within each group,
that has the R closest to 1.0000, the smallest SE , the
highest F-ratio, the largest t-statistics , the highest |/
number of residual degrees of freedom, and no substantial
change in rank order of the overall system effectiveness,
should be the obvious choice. Such a candidate model how-
ever, did not appear in the set using the available data.
The solution will therefore be to compromise such that a
model that satisfies all basic requirements (high F-ratio,
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+_ 2.920) within all four groups, can be chosen as the best.
Candidate models ((9)), ((12)), and ((13)) all qualify
accordingly - as seen in Table 10. Among the three models,
number ((13)) seems to have the in general (over all four
2groups) R closest to 1.0000, smallest SE , and highest
F-ratio. Number ((13)) has also the highest t-statistics
of the three, and one more residual degree of freedom more
than number ((9)).
Coefficients for the best candidate model, ((13)), are
as follows:
Table 11
Coefficients of the Best Candidate Model
Coefficient Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
a -1.7842 -1.9881 -1.7100 -1.8366
''i
2.3688 2.5003 2.1366 2.3512
^2 0.4622 0.5029 0.4811 0.4818
Under the criteria discussed above, the best estimated value
for the overall system effectiveness will therefore be
obtained by the following functional relationship (using




Overall system effectiveness = -.18366+2.3512 x
-1/2
[4 X (kill probability) x (reaction time) x
-1/5 3/2(missile price) ] + 0.4818 x [(max effective
1/3
range) x (average missile speed)] ' .
How well the best equztion (model) fits the judged overall
effectiveness for each group can be seen from Table 12. With
exception of 14.2^ deviation for SAM System B by Group 2,
all deviations between judged - and functional overall sys-
tem effectiveness are below 9.0^ with a grand average devia-
tion of 3.6%. This suggests that the best equation in
general gives a good fit, close to the answers obtained by
the Constant Sum Scaling Method.
To improve the result other transformations could be
tried. First one might however try to evaluate why the
best candidate model did not give an even better prediction
than the one achieved. One approach is to check the assump-
tion behind the REGRESS - function. "REGRESS" uses ordinary
least squares (OLS) procedure, where S=a+Xxb + e is the
general model, assuming that the residuals (e) are normally











this assumption "All Possible Subsets Regression" procedure
using BMDP9R [7] was applied to model number ((13)). The
results are plotted in Appendix D and show that assumptions
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groups. This fact does not degrade the accuracy of the
estimation obtained by the best equation, neither does it
mean that future forecasting will be less accurate. Fisher-
statistics can however no longer be used to develop pro-
bability results, and F-ratio, confidence intervals, and
significance levels cannot be used with the same exactness
as if normality was in order.
"All Possible Subsets Regression" also gave an answer
to the question: which variables gave most weight to the
regression analysis? This aspect is covered in detail in
Appendix D.
A functional relationship has now been developed
between the overall system effectiveness and the weapon
characteristics. The best estimating equation was found
by using candidate model number ((13)):
3/2




. b^ X (X.J X X.^)
In future work with SAM weapon systems (that have the same
mission as stated for those used in this paper) , this result
could assist military decision makers in at least four ways:
- in assessing the impact on overall system effective-
ness of modification of one or more weapon character-
istics
,
- in evaluating the overall system effectiveness of
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several systems in a procurement phase,
- in computing overall system effectiveness for existing
SAM systems , and
- in evaluating operational criteria for new (unbuilt)
systems compared to already existing systems.
In the next and final chapter, the most important results
will be summarized, and some recommendations for further
studies will be made.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The final chapter is meant to be a summary of the
"highlights" obtained in the previous chapters, and addi-
tionally to give some recommendations for future research.
A. CONCLUSIONS
Finding overall system effectiveness from a multi-
criterion environment using seven fictitious SAM weapon
systems as an example, was the main purpose of this paper.
The Constant Sum Scaling Method was applied to judgment
data collected by questionnaires from four groups of
judges. Results shows no significant differences in overall
system effectiveness ratings from one group to another.
The next step was to build a model which, given the
same information the judges had, would accurately repro-
duce the judged overall system effectiveness. By applying
multiple linear and nonlinear regression, thirteen candi-
date models were examined. These were all evaluated, and
a best equation was obtained as follows:
-1/2
S. = a + b,x[4 X (kill probability) x (reaction time)
X (missile price)' ] + b2 x [(max effective range)
1/3
X (average missile speed)] where
I
S. = overall system effectiveness for weapon system i;
i = A, B,
, G, and where a, b, , and by are listed in
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Table 11 for the four groups. This result of the statis-
tical analysis has a large degree of robustness in it,
having four residual degrees of freedom, which makes it
less sensitive to changes in weapon characteristics. The
grand average percent deviation between judged- and repro-
duced (functional) overall system effectiveness is 3.6%,
which is considered quite acceptable even if the percent
deviation in one case is as high as 14.2%.
The main limitation of the obtained results is that
only operational weapon characteristics and missile price
were selected as independent variables. Other non-operational
elements of combat that might be of equal or greater impor-
tance are therefore not reflected in the resulting best
equation, or in the judged overall system effectiveness.
B. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
Judgment modeling (Policy Capturing) requires a set of
judged overall system effectiveness values associated with
a set of independent variables (characteristics) to obtain
the implicit weights (functional overall system effective-
ness) . The applied methodology however, could be taken
even further to determine the weights without obtained
judgments, called Policy Specifying [2]. This could be
done by stating desired properties of the relations among
the independent variables in sufficient detail that the
numerical weights become known.
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I£ appropriate sensitivity analysis were applied for
each of the independent variables the obtained methodology
could be used to make decision models for wargaming situa-
tions .
An interesting question that has not been answered in
this study, is: how would the overall system effectiveness
change if one or more of the characteristics were omitted or
changed by other characteristics? Another question of
interest is: how would existing SAM weapon systems rate
compared to the seven fictitious ones used in this study?
Judgment modeling seems to be a procedure that can be
efficiently applied to provide additional information for
military decision makers. This study has hopefully given a
certain feeling for the methodology, and for which appli-





(distributed outside the Naval Postgraduate School)
A study is being made of various characteristics of SAM
weapon systems, and how they relate to overall operational
effectiveness and cost. The objective of the research is
to develope a procedure to help military planners:
- evaluate effectiveness of new SAM weapon systems,
- assess the impact of effectiveness by modifying weapon
characteristics or changing cost.
The primary operational use of the SAl^I systems chosen is
point to point defense with area defense as a secondary
mission.
Essential to the research is information from people with
a good theoretical and practical background on SAM weapon
systems. In particular, we are interested in subjective
rating of overall SAM system effectiveness; these are sought
through this questionnaire. The format has been kept short
to allow completion in a very short time (five to ten minutes)
If you would like to receive a summary of the results,




Researcher: K. 0. Flaathen, LCDR, Royal Norwegian Navy
Advisor: G. F, Lindsay, Assoc. Prof, of Operations




(distributed at the Naval Postgraduate School)
A study is being made of various characteristics of
Surface to Air Missile weapon systems, and how they relate to
overall operational effectiveness and cost. The objective of
the research is to develope a procedure to help military
planners
:
- develop improved methods by which the overall effec-
tiveness of a new weapon system can be assessed,
- assess the impact of effectiveness by modifying weapon
characteristics or by changing cost.
The primary operational use of the SAM systems chosen is
point to point defense with area defense as secondary mission.
Your participation in this study via completion and return
of the enclosed questionnaire before the end of this quarter,
will enhance the opportunity for success in my work. Being
fully aware of your busy schedule I still hope you will find
time to help me. Please return the completed questionnaire
to SMC 1403.
If you would like to receive a summary of the results,
please fill in the following form.
Name :
Address:







OVERALL SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS OF SAiM WEAPONS
There are many characteristics (factors) of SAM weapons
which serve as measures of effectiveness for such systems.
Five important ones are listed in the table below. We have
also shown characteristic values for seven fictitious SAM















(in 10,000 of $)
0.90 0.75 0.85 0.70 0.65 0.80 0.80
30 10 8 30 12 15
12 15 8 22 18 26
2.3 2.0 2.2 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.9
60 60 70 45 80 65 100
We wish your assessment of the overall system effective
ness of these weapons.
Pairs of the fictitious SAM weapons are listed on the
next page. Within each pair, please split 100 points in
terms of the relative overall system effectiveness of the
two SAM weapon systems.
60

For examples A 80 B 20
if you feel that system A has four times the overall system
effectiveness as system B, or A 50 B 50 if you


















































A AND W MATRICES
Table 13: Matrix A with elements a.., denoting the average
1 J K
number of points assigned to weapon system j when compared
to weapon system i and judged by Group k.
1. Judged by Group 1:
A B C D E F G
A 50.00 19.75 44.69 31.33 23.71 40.14 36.65
B 80.25 50.00 70.06 62.50 47.31 68.37 65.71
C 55.31 29.94 50.00 38.22 28.00 45.59 42.78
D 68.67 37.50 61.78 50.00 34.63 55.90 52.04
E 76.29 52.69 72.00 65.37 50.00 71.22 72.43
F 59.86 31.63 54.41 44.10 28.78 50.00 45.45
G 63.35 34.29 57.22 47.96 27.57 54.55 50.00
2. Judged by Group 2:
A B C D E F G
A 50.00 21.04 40.65 28.20 21.77 37.22 37.73
B 78.96 50.00 67.46 58.60 47.46 62.31 65.22
C 59.35 32.54 50.00 37.75 25.27 43.83 40.69
D 71.80 41.40 62.25 50.00 36.52 54.15 53.48
E 78.23 52.54 74.73 63.48 50.00 70.48 71.75
F 62.78 37.69 56.17 45.85 29.52 50.00 50.22
G 62.27 34.78 59.31 46.52 28.25 49.78 50.00
3. Judged by Group 3 :
A B C D E F G
A 50.00 22.69 46.24 35.46 25.53 40.77 42.67
B 77.31 50.00 72.44 64.81 47,89 68.04 65.18
C 53.76 27.56 50.00 41.05 26.69 42.86 42.10
D 65.54 35.19 58.95 50.00 35.74 54.54 55.45
E 76.47 52.11 73.31 64.26 50.00 72.54 68.32
F 59.23 31.96 -57.14 45.46 27.46 50.00 47.49
G 57.33 34.82 57.90 44.55 31.68 52.51 50.00
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4. Judged by Group 4
A B C D E F G
A 50.00 21.02 43.70 31.38 22.98 39.29 38.69
B 78.98 50.00 69.81 61.77 47.52 66.16 65.39
C 56.30 30.19 50.00 38.84 26.68 44.22 41.86
D 68.62 38.23 61.16 50.00 35.60 54.91 53.49
E 77.02 52.48 73.32 64.40 50.00 71.33 71.05
F 60.71 33.84 55.78 45.09 28,67 50.00 47.69
G 61.31 34.61 58.14 46.51 28.95 52.31 50.00
Table 14: Matrix W with elements w.
-i denoting an estimate
of the ratio between scale values S. and S- when judged by
Group k.
1. Judged by Group 1:
A B C D E F G
A 1.000 0.246 0.808 0.456 0.311 0.671 0.579
B 4.063 1.000 2.340 1.667 0.898 2.162 1.916
C 1.238 0.427 1.000 0.619 0.389 0.838 0.748
D 2.192 0.600 1.616 1.000 0.530 1.268 1.085
E 3.218 1.114 2.571 1.888 1.000 2.475 2.627
F 1.491 0.463 1.193 0.789 0.404 1.000 0.833
G 1.729 0.522 1.338 0.922 0.381 1.200 1.000
TTW. ., 1.467 0.017 12.539 0.646 0.009 4.578 1.970
A-GiJl
S.^ 1.906 0.557 1.435 0.939 0.510 1.243 1.102
2. Judged by Group 2:







_iw~rjT9m3 0.032 12.942 0.432 0.008 2.137 2.297
^'^j2 2.025 0.612 1.442 0.887 0.502 1.115 1.126
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1.000 0.266 0.685 0.393 0.278 0.593 0.606
3.753 1.000 2.073 1.415 0.903 1.653 1.875
1.460 0.482 1.000 0.606 0.338 0.780 0.686
2.546 0.706 1.649 1.000 0.575 1.181 1.150
3.593 1.107 2.957 1.738 1.000 2.388 2.540
1.687 0.605 1.282 0.847 0.419 1.000 1.009
1.650 0.533 1.458 0.870 0.394 0.991 1.000

3. Judged by Group 3:
B D
A 1.000 0.293 0.860 0.549 0.539 0.688 0.744
B 3.407 1.000 2.628 1.842 0.919 2.129 1.872
C 1.163 0.381 1.000 0.696 0.364 0.750 0.727
D 1.820 0.543 1.436 1.000 0.556 1.200 1.245
E 2.995 1.088 2.747 1.798 1.000 2.642 2.157
F 1.453 0.470 1.333 0.834 0.379 1.000 0.904
















4. Judged by Group 4
A B D
A 1.000 0.266 0.776 0.457 0.298 0.647 0.631
B 3.757 1.000 2.312 1.616 0.905 1.955 1.889
C 1.288 0.432 1.000 0.635 0.364 0.792 0.720
D 2.187 0.619 1.575 1.000 0.553 1.218 1.150
E 3.352 1.104 2.748 1.809 1.000 2.488 2.454
F 1.545 0.511 1.261 0.821 0.402 1.000 0.912
G 1.585 0.529 1.389 0.870 0.407 1.100 1.000
86.870 0.021 13.601 0.606 0.009 3.339 2.209





MULTIPLE REGRESSION DATA OUTPUTS
Appendix C contains "REGRESSHOW" , "REGRESS", "SCAT",
,
"FMT", "STATISTICS", and computer output for each candidate
model from all four groups of judges. "REGRESSHOW" is an
APL-function that explains the use of the "REGRESS" -
function. "SCAT" and "FMT" are other APL- functions
necessary as sub-programs for "REGRESS". "STATISTICS, S^";
,
i = 1,2, ,4, give detailed summary statistics for the
I




SYNTAXx Z^l REGRESS X
PARAMETER
t
t^INTERCEPTm DETERMINES VHETHER OR NOT AN INTERCEPT TERN
IS TO BE INCLUDED* LINTERCEPT-X GIVES AN INTERCEPT
TERM, AND LINTERCEPT-0 GIVES NO INTERCEPT, (DEFAULT IS
1.)
GRCUPx RELATIONS
SUBPROGRAMS x FMT AND SCAT
DESCRIPTIONt REGRESS DOES A MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
RELATING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE Y TO A SET OF CARRIERS X. THf
LEFT ARGUMENT Y IS A VECTOR OF SIZE N. THE RIGHT ARGUMENT X IS
AN N BY K MATRIX CONSISTING OF N OBSERVATIONS ON EACH OF K
VARIABLES OR A VECTOR OF SIZE N IF Jt = l. OUTPUT CONSISTS OF Ai^
ANOVA TABLE, RmSQUARE, STD, ERROR, REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS {THE
FIRST COEFFICIENT IS THE CONSTANT TERM IF t^INTERCEPT-1 .) ,
TmSTATISTICS, V ARIANCE^COV ARIANCE MATRIX, DURBIN^^ ATSCN
STATISTIC, AND A VECTOR OF PREDICTED Y VALUES AND RESIDUALS.
THERE IS AN OPTION THAT ALLOCS THE USER TO INPUT A VECTOR OF X
VALUES AND USE THE REGRESSION EQUATION TO FORECAST Y VALUES. THE
USER CAN ALSO OBTAIN A SCATTER PLOT OF THE RESIDUALS. WHEN
EXECUTION TERMINATES, THE PREDICTED Y VALUES AND THE RESIDUALS




7 Z*-Y REGRESS X \J1 \K \C \XPXINV \XPY \BE7A\RSS \TSS \S2 \ESS \WID \DEP
[1] !-»-( 2t(pA') .1 )pl
[2] X-^iO ,1'MNTERCEFT)^1 ,X
[3] XPXI!lV^'M(^X)i- .^X
[4] 5ff2'/i^A'Pxi/y7+.x;rpy^(<siX) + .xy
[5] RSS^{{^BETA)^ .^XPY)-C^{{^^Y)*2)iN^p .7
[6] £:55^(7'5S-^((fi)r) + .x7)-C)-/?55
[7] S2^,ESSi(.M-l)-K^ip ,BETA)-MNTERCEPT
[8] C/?
[9] • >4/V0 7i4'
[10] QH^' SOURCE ,DF, SUM SQUARES .MEAN SQUARE ,F -RATIO'
.1]
•"'
[12] nREGRESSIO^^ ,m,i?/ri5.U' FMT{K) ,( ..'?55),( ./?55i/f ).( ,.?55ii^)T52
[13] cn^' '
[!•+] ^T /?£'5rZ?;//1Z,1 .Jii.BE'lS.U' F;^r(( /V-1 )-/^) .( ,£"55) ,52,0
[15] ''^TOTAL 1 .J4.;?E'16.U' FMr(iV-l ),( .^55) ,0,0
.6] ' •
[17] {'tfR SQUARE'. ' ) ,<s\,RSSiTSS
[18] (<*r'5rZ? ERROR'. '),<^.52*0.5
[19] Cn^' COEFFICIENTS ,T STATISTICS'
[20] 'F15.4' F^f^S^C 2,D ./^^7'^)o( ,''?.^7'>?) , ( .P/="^;? )f ( 1 1 (^7-^52 x /PXJ/'/7 ) + . 5
[21] 'DO rof/ WA'IT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVA^IANCE MATRIX?'
[22] -^/?lxx'y»*m
[23] 'VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX'. ' ,CE^' '
[2U] ',T12.U' F'-f-" V
[25] 41 :( <f\' DURFIN -WATSON: '),'^+/((l+.C)-("l+.(:'))*2)i + /( ,C-^y-X+ . -^eFr/l )^
[26] Z^^i2jnp(,X+.^PETA),,C
[27] Bl'.'DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?'
[28] -Cl'<i ' J'*l t]
[29] {'sf ENTER X VECTOR ( ' ) , ( <*tff ) , ^' VALUES)'
[30] {<fr' FORECAST OF Y VALUE: ' ) , <^ C-'-d - MNTERCEPT ) ^1 ,1) + . ^ BETA
[31] { 'T^ VARIANCE OF FORECAST ERROR: ' ) , <^2^1+C+ . <XPXINV+ . *^C
[32] -^51
[33] C1:'D0 YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?'
[3 4] -^0x1 ';/' =lf ]






































Y^Zl :1+iC-^"1 + (dZ)[2]]
n^pZ^X^.ZZ ;1]
/^1 + Oxo( D^NDTVXJWIVY) ,B^WID,DEP
UT^10*[ 109CL^lE~20-i-(i UlJl^r /Z)-SZJl^l/Z)rDlJl
^[ J- ]^1 + (7x L ( 5[ e/ ] - 1 ) ^/;-^( 6'[ J- ] -5[ J ] ) T f/r
-7x \ 3>e7-^e/ + l
A^{<^L)qQ
X-^-1 + L . 5+ ( LC 1 ] - 1 ) ^ ( A'-5[ 1 ] ) ^ i/[ 1 ] -5[ 1 ]
r-^n-L . 5 + ( L[ 2 ] - 1 ) X ( y -5[ 2 ] ) T i/C 2 ] -5[ 2 ]
1^1





/4[y[r;./] ;^ci]]*-(iox7>;c+i ) + ((a:+i )'</: =7) + (;c^3 5-2'<e/)'</}
-21x \/?>I'<-/+l
-21 xt c>«/-^j'+r-^-i
C-^(<}>p4)Liri + L0.5 + (L-l)x5fJ-i/
4[;6)[1]]^/1[ ;0[l]] + 36xO =v4[;0Cl]]
/l[^[2];]^4[C[2];] + 3 5x0=4ror2];]
V-H* <'2'iii5S789lLLKKJJTIHHGGFFFFDDCCB8AA- I ' [l+©/4]
(«^,94?/c;;r r^f ;ir: ~) . ctjri] ,:/[i ]






































7 OL^^ FMT R \S \W
\
^\G\X\T \K\J \M\Q\P\D xN \0 \L\B \VxCH \H
N^Q^l^M^oR^i ir~2tp/?)Dff
OL^iil^^M)^ 1 '<Af-^Af+2l-//^l< pCff^C^. '.' )pA-^' 0123456789 . •
LO:-^ i7v( xp^nxQ T^K^pX^' ' ) /v^/ ( ' 4 ' ,C?^ ' 1 ' ) 6?
-*>(L0 + ( 7-^0 ^S^J^S)+\B =7"^[2]^1 ) .L-( 1x^-^0+. =K) ,P^^' A* (K^K,{J^S\ ' . ' ) t^
^E^-^qS<-'TEXT DELIMITER'
^L3'2^^{pG^K ^.^{K ^li^) /K)lW^QX^{pK'>-{K\0)fK)^i -{<^K)\0)^K
Lii^iD^l^G^K eA) /L3-2^{pK)*W^lfO^' XA' €K*-(^ K (.' ,' )/K
^L2-^0,-{L^'EFI' €/C)/'<f/-^10i|l-Ai( | 1-G*-B\ ' . ' ) +S-^( 1 -( (txJ) i ) f /C
A^il^pX-^iiU pA)[.{M\.l'[-H) ,W)^A)^A
LZ'.^iHD^xH^" ' X' dC) ,E-pX^-W,D'<-OpP^{(M-H,0)^l,W)pX
^L^-x-lfL.Q^l^pR^iO 1 xpP^/?[ ; xA/[2]^eL.^[2]r5'<7AD] )+/?
P-^P* 1 wL-^L 10«
I
P+O =P
-^Z:3xx0 ^-^/B-^i '5' (K)-f<0 =P-^(L0.5 + ^x , P ) ^ //^l 0*Z}-*-l Oi \l-ti\GiB
LU:-^(pl+pL)/F-ppX-^( 1 ^pG-'-JpTX''' )pJ^J .O^y/T-^OyP-^B/P
*(>^L'-io[ L^j*-' z' d()[ .^~r^(r+o^i+Lio«ir i p)>o^l^w-d+o+~2^l)/l/f,f,i
^E+y^pS^' FIELD WIDTH'
-^L4 + l+i( {Jf2l^Lv.< 0)+0'-1^10[ .^\L<-{B/ .L) + r-10 =| P) >f/-y9 + f7 + 3
T^^J^P^T/xl^Jl^L^plpX^'E'
.
•+0"'[.rp2-'<L], ACl + «?(OplO) tU]
F:-^(r7v2>Dx- • r* ^ ) /!» :V-»-p ;r-^A[ 1 1 .l+'^C/^plO) f A'xi ] | P] , J
n^,{ -rj)*-(D[ .^^X[. ;2+P]*ltA) o.< D-^-iD-l
Ar-^^/p;r,j[D/ip;>r^.j]*-' '
I:-^( J>-.7vO =+/^-^0rL-^)/r + oD-pP^(;,A[l+<^( LplO) 1 IP]
P^Dp( ,O^G^n)\( ^0^0o,< {-G)(\>\L + G'^lipG)/ ,P
-*HD- xJ^L*- • r. • €K,P\.T/ \D*-1 ^X^pP*-P ,X\ ]*-••
P-^Xp( .(t>0)\( .0^11-0/ ,P
-(-// )/F-/V^l ,D^QpP^B\{D ,X*-W^\ -2^L)fP
HD:CH^{pK^(~lfD^O, ( ^\: 2}lpD )p D-^i \ ' =CH ) / \ pCH )p CH )c\>CH
D^A'^Z2'\,X)f "l l(,7[2],/?)p( ,4)D«».>tfl^r//^^14-Z?-"l<i>D)\^
-(L0-7AXQ) ^pOL^OL, ((1 =lf.^)+Afxi ,A^)pD, ,P
EiK^'XO VALID E, I, OP P PH'^ASF'





IEAN: 1 . 9 9 1 U 2 8 5 7
/ARIANCE: 0.2U15018095
3TD . DKV. : 0. U91U283351
COEFF. OF VARIATION: O.Ui+71014235
rjOWFR QUART ILE: 0.559
\}?PER QUART ILE: 1 . U3 5
MEDIAN: 1.102
rniMEAN: 1.0U9 5
'UDMEAN: 1.0 5 56
RANGE: 1.3 96
'4IDRANGE: 1.208
HEAN ABSOLUTE DEVIATION: 0.368
INTERQUARTILE RANGE: 0.8 76
COEFF. OF SKEWNESS: 0. 28080852 ui





5TD . DEV.: 0.5187U77596
COEFF. OF VARIATION: 0.U710383081
LOWER QUARTILE: 0.612





MID RANGE: 1.263 5
*^EAN ABSOLUTE DEVIATION: 0.3702857143
INTERQUARTILE RANGE: 0.8 3
COEFF. OF SKEWNESS: 0.5796820095





. DEV . : 0. 441901U65
COEFF. OF VARIATION: 0.40 66 39970 4
LOWER QUARTILE: 0.5 59
UPPER QUARTILE: 1 . 49





'1EAN ABSOLUTE OFVIATinr : 0.335U285714
INTERQ UA ,7'" f T, F RA NG^: 0.931
COEFF . OF SKEWVFSS : ~0.0 3 702R'^0775






STD. DEV . : 0.4845602639





MIDMEAN: 1.05 3 6
RANGE: 1.382
MIORANGE: 1.201
MEAN ABSOLUTE DEVIATION: 0.3591428571
INTERQUARTILE RANGE: 0.875
COEFF, OF SKEWNESS: 0.3015169357




SOUPCE DF SUf^ SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1.3632.'TOO 2.726U£'"l 3. 176 3 £"0





0. 1411+ 0. 2799
3. 2755 1 . 2603




"o. 1752 "o 099
0. 0087 0. 1189
DO
DUF
YOU WAN!• A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVA.^^lANCE MATRIX?




YOU WANT' vn pnRECAS T A VALUE ppo y r>
YOU WA NT TO SO fiT r>jrSIDUALS Vi7. ^RFDIC^ED Y?
^AHC^ OF X: 2
RANGE OF Y: "0.15 0.2
SI ,2
1.905 1.758734787 0.1U72 6 52131
0.559 0.6 8537142831 "0.12737U2P31
1.U35 1.U5U 673938 0.0n6 73'T381
0.939 1.0nuu5n?i43 "0.06545 12 '1257
0.51 0.3327R35«12 0.17771 6 Ul"q
1.2U3 1.2'i755 6R31 "0.00'i55f"P?125 1





SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1
.
5062E00 3 . 012 5,'7~1 2 .7798E00
RESIDUAL 1 1 .0837ff"l 1. 08 ST^*"!










do you want a prin'^out of the yariance-cova^iance matrix?
:n
[dURBIN-WATSON: 2.238803758
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
RANGE OF X: 2
RANGE OF Y : '0.15 0.2
.72, Z
2.025 1.B59528R52 0.1654713477
0.612 0.7551213376 " . 1 M 3 1 2 1 3 3 7
6
1.442 1,464106192 "O . 0221061 '^1 B4
0.887 0.9605518515 "0.07355105152
0.502 0.302312B186 0.1996871814






7,^5 2 REGRESS X
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEA^I SQUARE r_p/i '"j(9
EGRESSION 5 1. iuo2zroo 2
.
2803F"l 7 .2U19/r00
RESIDUAL 1 3. 1488E~2 3 .1488F"2




"l . 6304 "O. 8005
3.0525 1.9391
"0.0229 "2.1083





W YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -CQVAR IANCE MATRIX?
I
WRBIN-WATSON: 2.238803758
W YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FO"^ Y?
1
)0 YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. P'^FDTC'^ED Y?
r
UNGE OF X: O.U 1.8




1.617803753 . 8 910 B 2 u? U
4
0.559 0.6 3 61U85207 ~0.0771U86207
1.U9 1.501916198 "0.01191619809
0.977 1.0166U764U "0.0396U7G4U3 7
0.525 O.f+173599313 0.1076U00 6 87
1.212 1.21U760002 ~ . 2 76 00 1 7 6
U





SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F- RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1. 3349^00 2. e6'}7E'l 3 . 5826Z:00




R SQUARE: 0. 947126355
STD ERROR: 0.27 29811537
COEFFICIENTS T STATISTICS
"1.1827 "0.3775





DO YOU WANT A PRIN'^OUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
!^
DURBIN'WATSON: 2.238803758
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
H
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 2
RANGE OF Y: "O. 15 0.2
54, Z
1.892 1.754783^2 _0 . 1 3 7 2 1 B 8 1
0.577 0.RT5F, p?U74 0.110 PP. 2 4 74
1.452 1.470331421 "0.0183314 2131
0.931 0.9919924128 "0.0^0912 4 128
0.51 0.34 4 4106539 0.1655=^934r. 1
1.188 1.192245881 ~0.0042 4 5PP0F-71
1.12 1.220553237 "0.100553 2^75
76

Z^Sl REGRESS XI ,X2 , XI , XU , X5* i
S
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
^EGFFSSION 5 1. U261/r00 2.8523C"1 1 . 21I68F+1
RESIDUAL 1 2. 2Q11E~2 2.2 8 77r'"2
'OTAL 6 1 . uuqoFo
? SQUARE: 0.9842121155






"l .713 "1. 58
13 . 7342 1
.
67U8
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
;V
bURBIN'WATSON: 2.555437999
pO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
,/V
\D0 you want TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS , PREDICTED Y?
'Y
RANGE OF X: 2
RANGE OF Y: "O.l 0.1
1.906 1.908572681 ~0. 0025726814 61
0.559 0.6102116759 "0.05121167687
1.435 1.345202512 0.0897974882
0.939 0.97114 26718 "O. 0321 4 2 r 7177
0.51 0.4 432836182 0. 06671 T, 3918 4
1.243 1.232421343 0.0105786 5 6 62







Z*-52 REGRESS XI , X2 , A'3 , lU , ;f 5 * f 5
A NO VA
SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
















"l . 9223 "2.2139
17 . U721 2. 6605
10 YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAR lANCE -COVA^IANCE ''ATRIX?
iV
nURB IN -WATSON: 2.555U37999
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 2.5
RANGE OF Y: ~0.08 0. 08
52,
Z
2.025 2.027060307 " . 2 6 3 7 2 U
3
0.612 0.6530123796 "O . Ul 1 2 3 7 96
3
1.UU2 1.3700865UU 0.071013U5f07
0.887 0.ni27U115 "O. 0257 u 115001
0.502 O.UH 85708263 0.053 '129173 FT
1.115 1.1065281BU 0.008U7ini55 6 5
1.126 1.191000699 ~ . R 50 (^ 8 f^ 5
78

24-S2 REGRESS X\ ,X2 ,X2 ,X^ ,Xl* i5
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F'RATIO
EGRESSION 5 1 . 1UU5C00 2 . 28g0£'~l 8 .U198£'00





•TD ERROR: 0.16 48 799783
COEFFICIENTS T STATISTICS
"8.896 "0.65UU





10 YOU WANT A PRINTOV^ OF THE VARIA'^CE-COVAPTANCF MATRIX?
UFBIN-WATSON: 2.555437999
YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
ANGE OF X: O.U 1.8
ANGE OF Y: "O.l 0.1
53,
Z
1.707 2.027060307 "O . 2 60 3 07 2 u
3
0.559 0.65 3 0123796 "0.0U1012379 6 3
1.U9 1.3700865UU 0.07191345607
0.977 0.9127U115 "0.02574115001
0.525 0.L1485708263 0.05342^173 6 '^
1.212 1.106528184 0.0084718155^5







X3 ,X^ , X5* i 5
A NO VA
SOURCE DP SWI SQUARES MEAN SQf'A'^E E -RATIO
EGRESSION 5 1.38R7F00 2.7775F'l 1.3U5uF+l





20 . 7098 1 .71+82
"O. Ui+3 "0.17U7
"O. 0UU3 "2. 7U28
"O. 2366 "l . 6036
~1.U527 "l . U201
12.6821 1. 628
WANT A PRINTOUT OE THE VARIANCEYOU -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
URBIN -WATSON: 2.555U37999
YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE EOR Y?
\0 YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
'ANGE OF X: 2
'ANGE OF Y: "O.l 0.1
5U.Z
1.392 1.8'^uuu3f^28 "0.002UU 3928386
0.577 0.6256U872U1 "0.0U8 6U872U13
1.U52 1.3666965U . 8 5 3 3 U 6 01
0.931 0.96153U051'i "o. 03053 M 05136
0.51 0.U146622523U 0. 063377 U7RG 3
1.188 1.17795076 6 0.0100U923UU5
1.12 1.19710 3U6 7 "0.077103U6 71+7
80

Z-^Sl REGRESS •( .Vl , .Y2 , J3 .^fU , ,V5 * i 5 )
A .VO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
DEGRESSION 5 1
.
UOOTFOO 2. BOlUf*"! 5.8011^00
RESIDUAL 1 U. 8291£'"2 i+.8291^"2




0. 2234 0. 0498
2.1254 1 . 6605
~0. 4718 "2. 0453
"O . 5841 ~0. 4264
"O .6856 ~0. 4362
5. 5396 0. 5368
WANT A PRINTOUT OF THEDO YOU VARIANCE -CO VARIANCE MATRIX?
n
DURBIN-WATSON: 2.409325477
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
DO YOU WANT "^0 SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 2
RANGE OF Y: "0.15 0.15
51,2
1.906 1.835778593 . 070 2 21 M 07 6




0.51 0.388 4 127952 0.12158720 4 8
1.243 1.2351S815 . 00 7 P 1 1 5 "i n 8
1.102 1 . 2303:'U'^O7 "0.128324507
81

-52 REGRESS •{ XI ,X2 , X3 ,Xii , X5* i5)
A NOVA
SOURCE DE SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE E-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1
.
5570E00 3.11U1F"! 5 .4091^00
RESIDUAL 1 5. 7570£'"2 5.7570;r"2
TOTAL 6 1 . R146£'0








9. 6729 . 8585
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 2.409325477
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
Y?
,v
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS.
Y
RANGE OF X: 2
PREDICTED
RANGE OF Y: "O. 15 0.15
S7,Z
2.025 1.^48328457 0.07657154308
0.612 0.6749003587 ~ . 6 2 "^O 3 5 8 7 4
1.442 1.377723177 0.06 4 2768228 6
0.887 0.9 6 62203838 "0.07922038384
0.502 0.3692 4 4 4914 0.1327555086
1.115 1.106471471 0.008528528834
1.126 1.2661116 61 "o.»01116 508
82

Z^52 RFGRFSS '^i XI , X7 , X3 ,XU , XS * i S )
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1.1506/?00 2.3012/7"l 1.C929.T + 1





I COEFFICIENTS T STATISTICS






"l . 1279 "0.1655
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAR lANCE- COVARIANCF MATRIX?
N
DUBBIN-WATSON: 2.U09325U77
DO YOU WANT Tn FORECAST A VALUE FO"? Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. P'^EDTC'^FD Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0. u l .R
'^ANCE OF Y: "n.l 0.1
53 .Z
1.707 1. 6 G 0630571 0.0U63r)TU2R83
0.559 0.5970U0P896 "0.038040889 6 3
1.49 1.U51126652 0.0 3 887 3 3U783
0.977 1.02 '1010917 "O.OU 791091717
0.525 0.UUU712101 . 08020 7P0902
1.212 1.206RU2115 0.005157BR511U





Z^S^ REGRESS 9( XI ,X2 .X-i ,XH ,X5*i5)
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
DEGRESSION 5 1,3672£'00 2.73U5£'"l S.^BQuEOO











DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
DURBIN -WATSON: 2.409325477
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 2



































WANT A PRINTOUT OFDO YOU
Iff
DURPIN-WATSON:




RANGE OF X: "O









FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?






























































WANT A PRINTOUT OFDO YOU
fl
DURBIN'WATSON:
DO YOU WANT TO
/7
DO YOU WANT TO
Y
RANGE OF X: "l 1









FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?








































Z^i9S3) REGPFSS •( II , J2 , X3 , TU , JTS * *5 )
A NOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F'RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1 . 2522;'rOO 2. SOUSE""! 1
.
U3825+3














WANT A PRINTOUT OFDO
fl
dURBIN -WATSON:
DO YOU WANT TO
n
DO YOU WANT TO
Y
RANGE OF X: "O









FORECAST A VALUE F0° Y?































2^(«5U) ^EGHKSS «( .Yl
, ;r2 , J3 . lU , 15 f 5 )
A NO VA
SOURCE DP SU?* SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F- RAT10
REGRESSION 5 1.31+76E00 2.5952P"! 1 .7886F+2
RESIDUAL 1 1. 50 68,^"3 1
.
S068E~3




1 . U651 1 . 8485
2. 0279 9. 0135
"o. 5382 13, 2096
0. 2827 1. 1685
0. 0741 0. 2668










YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
YOU WANT TO SCAT RES IDUALS VS . PREDICTED Y?
RANGE (IF X: "0.8 0.8
RANGE (OF Y: "0.03 0.03































Z-^Sl REGRESS 1 ( A"! , ^"2 , ;f 3 , ZU ,/5 ** 5 )
ANOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1. uassfoo 2.8110E~1 2.1282F+1
RESIDUAL 1 1. 3U90E~2 1 .2H90E'2










WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -CnVA^IANCE MAT'? IX?'DO YOU
>
DURBIN -WATSON'. 1.851122569
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
H
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 2
RANGE OF Yi "O. 08 0. 06
51 .Z
1.906 1.852U62npu 0.05353701608
0.559 0.5U996 3 95U 0.00003^60 4 597
1.1+35 1.U3521056U "0.0002105636372
0.939 0.9933989501 "O . 5U 3 9 8 9 5 7
0.51 0.U53212U921 0.05678750793




Z-^52 RFGRFSS H (. XI ,X7 , X2 ,Xh , XS*i5)
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
EGRESSION 5 1. 5820^00 3 .letxOE'l 9 .7072^00
RESIDUAL 1 3. 259U5'"2 3 . 259U£'~2
OTAL 6 1.6146^0









'0 YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE- COVARIANCE MATRIX?
1
WRBIN-WATSON: 1.851122569
W YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
I
)0 YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
7
UNCE OF X: 2













Z^S2 REGHFSS 1 HXl ,X7 ,X2 ,Xu. ^XS* iS)
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1. 5820£'00 3 .16U0P"! 9 .7072F00





U. 8U61 1 .0135
"1.5432 "1.916




DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE- COVARIANCE MATRIX?
It
nURBIN-WATSON: 1.851122569
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
!t
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
7
RANGE OF X: 2
















J3 , XU . ;ir5 * t 5 )
A NOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1. IVieEOO 2.3'+32i?"l 5 . 7800£' + 3
RESIDUAL 1 4.0511ff"5 U.05U1£:"5
TOTAL 6 1. llllEQ
R SQUARE: 0.9999653991








DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
n
DURBIN'WATSON: 1.851122569
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
RANGE OF X: O.u 1.8
RANGE OF Y: "0.00«4 O.OOU
53.
Z
1.707 1.70993U881 " . 00 2 H 3 u R 8 f^ 5 9
0.559 0.559495548 "o
.
00049 5 5 47 no
l.i+q 1.48^^88^57 0.00001154-502513
0.g77 0.97 4ni78BBU 0.002^^8213158
0.525 0.5281130715 " . 00 3 1 1 3 07 1 u P
u
1.212 1.212068502 "0.00006850160229
1.137 1. 133381^73 0.00 3 618327137
91

2^54 REGRESS Hi XI ,X2 , X2 , Xt^ , X5* iS)
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESS TOM 5 1. agsBFoo 2.7071/r"l 2,5866/^ + 1
RESIDUAL 1 1 .081U/r"2 1 .OBmE'2






8. '112 4. 2775
"6.3906 "0.8995
"0.U979 "0.1+472
1 . 30U3 0. 1653
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DUFBIN-WATSON: 1.851122569
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 2
FANGE OF Y: "0.06 0. 06
54,
Z





0.931 0. 9797050866 "o
0.51 0. 4591563526
1.188 1. 186881211












SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F- RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1. sauaiToo 3. 6686£'~1 7 . 5089£' + 3
RESIDUAL 1 4. 8858£'"5 U. Q8SBE'S
TOTAL 6 1 . 83U4E'0
R SQUARE: 0. 9999733655
STD ERROR: 0.00 6989823635
COEFFICIENTS T STATISTICS
"1.7183 "2.9816
3. 4621+ 28. 0717
0. 0362 45. 9891
"O. 060U "8. 4164
"O . 200U "3.9998
2.7103 7. 1516
WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE 'CO VARIANCE MATRIX?DO YOU
/•/
DURBIN-WATSON: 2.555438004
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
/V
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. V^EDICTED
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.5 2
RANGE OF Y: "0.004 0.006
ZI^l lp( (2*"1 )[;!])
Sl.ZI ASl-ZI)
1.905 1.905568179 . 00 4 3 1 B 2 6 8 4
5
0.559 0.5582514356 0.00073856 4 U014
1.435 1.443596702 "0.00859 6 702460
0.939 0.9376920903 . 1 3 7 9 '^ P 8 6
0.51 0.5108032046 ~0 . 00 8 3 2 up 1
6








Z^(1t52) regress Jl , J2,X3.XU,;r5*^5
A NO VA
SOURCE DE SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1 .59H1E00 3 .38nu^~l 5 .975U/r + l












14.1525 1 . 0169
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAR lANCE- COVARIANCE MATRIX?
fl
DURBIN -WATSON: 2.555438
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
U
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 2
RANGE OF Y: "o. 06 0. 06
ZI^l lp( (Z*"l)[ ;1])
52.ZI,(o2-ZJ)
2.025 2.019760U66 . 00 5 2 3 'l 5 3 3 5 7 3
0.612 0.6025956RU1 . 9 U U 3 3 5 8 5
5
1.U142 1.5U1385353 ~0.0993R53532U
0.887 0.8745837991 . 1 2 U 1 6 2 8
9
0.502 0.5105138389 "O . 00 8 5 1 3 8 3 8 9 U
7
1.115 1.121587U9U "O. 006587U94311








7.^(liS2) FFGRESS XI ,X2 ,X3 ,X^ ,X5* iS
A NOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1 . lOQi^EOO 3. uoogp'i U. 3896F+3
RESIDUAL 1 7. 7U75^"5 7. 7U75£'~5
TOTAL 6 1 . 7005£:0





. 0343 34 . 6241
"0.0995 "11.0133
"0.5196 "8.2353
4 . 5826 9. 6025
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN'WATSON: 2.555437995
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
V
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 2
RANGE OF Y: "0.006 0.006





0.977 0.9787R87532 "O . 00 1 7 R 8 7 5 3 2 2
4
0.525 0.52393204R1 0.0010^7051892
1.212 1.21109F357 0. 000^0'' r,U27985








, ;r2 , J3 , JU , J5 ** 5
A NOVA
SOURCE DP SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 5 1. 7U68E00 3 .i^937E~l U
. 0250/7+2













DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT Of' THE VARIANCE- COVARIANCE MATRIX?
U
DURBIN -WATSON: 2.555438
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.5 2
RANGE OF Y: ~0.02 0. 02





0.931 0.9256046821 0.005 3 9531787T
0.51 . 0.5134026762 "0.003402576222








Z-^(51**~2) REGRESS XI ,X2 ,X2 ,X^ ,X5* iS
A NOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 5 3. B63QE~1 1 .1275E~2 1 .9g62£" + 2
RESIDUAL 1 3. 871lE"u 3 . 871l£*"i+
TOTAL 6 3. B61SE~1
R SQUARE: 0.9989991025
5TD ERROR: 0.0196751006 2
COEFFICIENTS T STATISTICS






WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAPIANCE'COVARIANCE MATRIX?DO YOU
ft
DURR IN 'WATSON: 2.555 437997
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
!f
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.6 1.6
RANGE OF Y: "0.015 0. 015
ZI^l lo( (Z*"2)[ ;1 ])
Sl.ZI ,(S1-ZI)
1.906 l.'^077r^24R6 0.0017r2U65'^8T
0.559 0.564(^1035 3 3 "0.00551035 3 285
1.435 1.3056676Pf^ 0.039332313^6
0.939 0.9466555328 "0.007655532789
0.51 0.50373P542 0.00 6 2f^3457'^59
1.243 1.23'^1^4707 0.0038052^2571









, X2 , X3 ,Xn , X5 * i S
A NO VA




. 36 9U5"2 1.U67UF+3





2. 738U 4. 6866
"1.4U61 "11.56U3
0.01U7 18.4U05
. 0039 0. 5415
0.0129 0.2536
"0.3913 "1.0183
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 2.555U3800U
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS , PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.6 1.5
RANGE OF Y: "O.OOU 0.006
ZI^l 1d((;^*'2)C ;1])
52.21,(52-21)




0.887 0.8844891513 . 00 2 5 1 08 u 86 8
8
0.502 0.5042310488 "0.002231048825
1.115 1.116168047 '0.0011680 4 6685







Z'^(53**'"2) REGRESS XI ,X2 ,X2 ,X^ ,X5* rS
ANOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 5 3. 5'+22£:'l 7. 08UU£''2 1 . 092g£' + 2
RESIDUAL 1 6.i+823£:"4 6 .i+823£'"4










DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIA NCE MATRIX?
Y
DURBTN-WATSON: 2.555437998
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.6 1.4
RANGE OF Y: "0.02 0. 015
ZI*-1 lo( (Z*'2)[ ;1 ])
53 .ZJ.f 53-ZJ)
1.707 1.708933318 "0.001933318086
0.559 0.56627P1163 "0.007276116 315
1.49 1.436500502 . 5 3 4 1 94 T 76
4
0.977 0.9875345749 "0.1)053457494
0.525 0.5165590017 0.00.9 a (40908275







z-h(5i+**~2) regress ;^i .;ir2.;ir3,A'4.;ir5**5
A NOVA
SOURCE DE Sm^ SQUARES '^EAN SQUARE E- RAT10
REGRESSION! 5 3. 7065P"l 7.U130P"2 6 . 2uq8/7+2
RESIDUAL 1 1. iseiE"!! 1 .1861F"i*










DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE- COVARIANCE MATRIX?
/V
DURBIN-WATSON: 2.555U37996
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
n
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.6 1.6
RANGE OF Y: "0.008 0.006
I
ZJ^7 lp( (Z*"2)[ ; 1])
5U,ZJ,(S4-ZI)
1.892 1.89296U558 "0.0009645580917
0.577 0.5802460494 "0.03246049 3 77
1.U52 1.429635657 . 2 2 3 6 43 U 3 3
1
0.931 0.9351721303 "O . 00 4 1 7 2 1 3 3
U
0.51 0.5065186153 0.003481384695









Z-Sl REGRESS ( 2^Xl*Xh) , {
H
iX2*li2)


















0. 5362 . 7998
0.U507 2.74
1 . 1815 3 . 7876
"0.9973 "2.1885
DO ynu WA^JT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCF -COVA°IANCF ''AT'^IX?
dURBIN -WATSON: 1.49 2834464
dO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
V
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 1.8


























Z^S2 REGRESS ( 2'<ri x;ru ) , ( U f J2! * 2 ) , ( ( J5 *,Y3 ) *1 *2 )
APfOVA
SOURCE OF SU'f SC?UARE5 MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 3 l,nnn8E00 4.9994/^"! 1.3068;^' + 1
RESIDUAL 3 1.1^^71E~1 3.8258F'2
TOTAL 6 1.6146^0







1 . 0069 2. 9581
"0.847 "1.7033
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 1.296471296
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: . u 2






1.442 1.6085 61 "0.16 65609m7
0.887 1.065525015 ~0 . 1 7 8 5 2 5 1 5
3
0.502 0.4477593823 0.05 4 240F17F9
1.115 0.9846729568 0.1303270432
1.126 1.160501703 "0.03 4 50170338
102

Z^S3 REGRESS ( 2xTlxXu ) , ( U *;ir2*l f 2 ) . ( ( JiTS *;ir3 ) ! * 2 )
A NOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F 'RATIO
REGRESSION 3 1. 1U68E00 3. 8226£''l "4.606UE' + 1
RESIDUAL 3 2. U895£'"2 8. 2984£'"3
TOTAL 6 1. 1717/70
R SQUARE: .978752256






DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAR lANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 1.903207432
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 1.8
RANGE OF Y: 'O.l 0.1
53,
Z
1.707 1. 65157479 n 0.05542520401
0.559 0.520570653 . 3 8 4 29 34 7 O
l
1.49 1.534377125 "0.0443771254 4
0.977 1.0530765^2 "0.0760765^174
0.525 0.544095763 " . 1 a 09 5 76 3 1
1.212 1.114 383 70 6 0. 097 n 1^2^381
1.137 1.18P921365 "O . 5 1 9 2 1 3 f^ 46 5
103

Z*-SUr REGRESS {2^X1^X^) ^{Ur iX2*H2) ^{ { XI iX2) *\i2)
ANOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 3 LaaSUfi-QO U.USiaF"! l.SOSOF + l
RESIDUAL 3 7.3982£:"2 2.U661.T"2
TOTAL 6 1.U09UP0







1 .1057 U. 0U57
"0.979 "2.U521
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAR lANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 1.U30730UU5
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0. U 1.8
RANGE OF Y: "O. 15 0. 15
5U,Z
892 1.756B91175 0.13530882U8





12 1.171311119 "O. 051311119 UP^
104

Z<-51 REGRESS ( ( ( 2x11 ) ^2 ) x;f U ) , ( 4 f J2*l f 2 ) . ( ( JSTa * J5 ) *1 f 2 )
A NOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 3 I.UISOFOO U.TlSTf"! U.ieieff+l
RESIDUAL 3 3.i+002£'~2 1.1334£'"2
TOTAL 6 l.«+ugo^O
R SQUARE: . 97 653U6'+i*g








DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 1.709393195
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 2
RANGE OF Y: "O. 1 0.1
51,
Z
1.906 1.B26269553 0. 079730 U 4743
0.559 0.52533U7305 0.03366526936
1.435 1.5258725 "0.09087250019








Z^S2 REGRESS ( ( ( 2x11 ) *2 ) x^U ) , ( 44 ;ir2 ! * 2 ) . ( ( X3 *;f 5 ) ! * 2 )
ANOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 3 1.5728£'00 5.2U27r~l S.Veug^T+l
RESIDUAL 3 4.1776£'"2 1.3925S'"2
TOTAL 6 1.611+6E0
R SQUARE: . 97i4l 2 57908
STV ERROR'. 0.1180 061862
COEFFICIENTS T STATISTICS
"2.5667 "3.2253





3 . 2114 2. 5016
dO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARTANCE MATRIX?
DURPIN-WATSON: 1.34 5852334
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS , PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 2




1.442 1.571422061 "O . 1 2 9 42 2 F 07
0.887 0.959124522F "0.07212 4 522 6 4
0.502 0.4418976575 . 5 2 1 02 34 2 3r,
1.115 1.05545T5ai 0.05954001911
1.126 1.15 4 40163 "0.028 4 01F299B
106

Z^S2 RF.GRESS { {{2^X1) *2)^XU,) ^{mX2*li2) ,{ iX2 ^XS) *\^2)
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATTO
REGRESSION 3 1.1663^00 3.8878£:"l 2.1906^ + 2
RESIDUAL 3 5.3242/7"3 1.77i+7=:"3
TOTAL 6 1.1717E'0
R SQUARE: 0.9954558534






DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAR lANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 2.841201446
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS , PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 1.8













Z^S^ REGUESS (((2^X1)*2)^X^) A^iX2*li2) ,((X3iX5)*li2)
A NOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 3 l.Z^^^EQQ U.631i+£'~1 e.gSlSE'+l








3 . 8331 U. 3199
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VAR lANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURPIN-WATSON: 1.598984712
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOP Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 2
RANGE OF Y: "O.l 0.1
I
SU.Z
1.892 1.826U96706 . 6 5 5 32 9U 43
0.577 0.5548634763 0.02213652372
1.452 1.527993736 "0.07599373607
0.931 . 98232500'^2 "0.05132500924









SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES f^EAN SQUARE F -RATIO
'REGRESSION 2 1 . 4002£'00 7. 0008,T~1 5 .7328£'+l
RESIDUAL u U. 88i*7£'~2 1.2212F"2







DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN -WATSON'. 1.421375557
£50 YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS , PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF Xi . U 2
RANGE OF Y: ~0 . 2 0.15
51 ,Z
1.906 1.86UU133UR . U 1 5 8 R (^ 5 1 5 7
0.559 0.568U681973 ~ . 000 U 6 8 1 9 7 3 U
9
1.U35 l.U9a5B0859 . 06 3 5 B 8 5 9 2
u
0.939 1.09090087 "0.1510800697
0.51 0.U88586 395 0.021 '4 1396053
1.2 43 1.105836002 0.13716 30983
1.102 1.07715U68U 0.02U8U5 3 15nu
109

Z*-57 REGRESS (4*2) .5
ANOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1 . 5706£'00 7. 8528^"l 7.13 25?r+l
RESIDUAL 4 4. UOUOff'2 1.1010£'"2







DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -CO VARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN'WATSON: 0.9997641418
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
rj
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS , P^EVIC'T'FD Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 2




0.612 0. 63 U94 61589 "0.0229U615885
1.UU2 1.5UU825096 "0.1028250961
0.887 1.010161UUU. "0.1231 6 1UU36
0.502 0.4707680818 0.03123191823
1.115 1.016788829 0.09821117103
1.126 1.06865881U . 5 7 3 U 11 R f^ 2 7
110

Z^SZ REGRESS (4*2) .f?
ANOVA
SOURCE DP SUM SQUARES MEAN SOUA'^E E- RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1.1370.T00 5 .eaueE*"! 6.5517^+1





0. 4412 2. 5735
0. 0139 5. 2997











YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS . PREDICTED Y?
IGE iOF X: 0.4 1.8
RANGE (OF Y: "0.15 0.1
S3 ,Z
1.707 1.752415297 "O . u 5 4 1 5 2 H 7 2
4
0.559 0.5741186837 "0.0151186 8 371




1.137 1.070647071 0.0 6 635292882
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FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
































Z-^51 REGRESS (>1*4) ,/?
ANOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES A/F/l/V SQUARE F-/?/l7'I0
REGRESSION 2 1 . 39nEQ0 e.gseaE'i 5.4427F+1
RESIDUAL 4 5. 1358F~2 1 . 2840S:'2







DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURE IN -WATSON'. 1.U25988595
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FO"^ Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: O.H 2
RANGE OF Y: "O. 2 0.15
ft
51 ,Z
1.906 1.91883U276 "O . 01 28 3 U 2 7 5
5
0.559 0.529161U0U5 . 2 9 8 3 8 5 ? 5 5
5
1.1*35 1.436167839 "0.001167838731
0.939 1.098222515 ~ . 1 5 9 22 2 5 1 5
3
0.51 0.56889U58 "0.0588^158
1.2 43 1.119243 6 92 0.1237563075
1.102 1.02 3475 f=9U 0.07852430642
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2-^52 REGRESS (/t*u) ,P
AFfOVA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1 . 5681£'00 1 .BUO^E'l 6 .7412£'+1
RESIDUAL ^. u.65225'"'2 1.1630£'"2






1 . 8252 4. 3374
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN'WATSON: 0.9632304298
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.5 2.5









0.502 0.5737141215 "0.0717141215 3
1.115 1.033515936 0.0814840643
1.126 0.9996 3 56707 0.1263643293
114

Z^S3 REGRESS (/!«) ,/?
ANOVA
SOURCE DE SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F- RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1 . 1108E"00 5. 55UOP"! 3 .6503£' + l








2 . 316'4 4




THE VARIANCE 'CO VARIANCE MATRIX?DO
N
DURBIN'WATSON: 1.810947154
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 1.8



























Z'^S^ REGRESS (4 «+)./?
A NO VA
SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1. 3622£'00 6.8108E"! 5 .1709E+1
RESIDUAL 4 U.7208£'"2 1.1802£:~2







DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURB IN 'WATSON: 1.33665917U
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOP Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: Q.^ 2




Q .511 0.5502735899 0. 02672 B 31014
1.452 1.430344515 0.02155548527
0.931 1.077893149 "0.1468931486
0.51 0.5785205106 "0.068520510 6 2
1.188 1.097063809 0.09093F1912






SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES f-fEAN SQUARE F'RATTO
REGRESSION 2 1. 4223^00 7.1115P~1 1.065U/r + 2
RESIDUAL U 2. B701F"2 6.6753F"3








WANT A PRINTOUT OFDO
N
DURB IN 'WATSON:
DO YOU WANT TO
N
DO YOU WANT TO
Y
RANGE OF X: O.U 2





































SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F- RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1. sggTffoo 7 .99QlE'l 2. 1548£'+2
RESIDUAL U 1 . »48U9£'"2 3.1121E'3
TOTAL 5 Lsiuefi-o
R SQUARE: 0.9908035651





WANT A PRINTOUT OFDO YOU
N
DURBIN'WATSON:




RANGE OF X: 0.5 2








FORECAST A VALUE FO^ Y?



































SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAfl SQUARE F -RATIO
BEGRESSION 2 1 . 1186^:00 5.5928P"! U. 2128£' + 1
RESIDUAL 4 5. 3102E'2 1. 3 27 6^"
2
TOTAL 6 1. ITITFO




1 . 827 9.1131
.
472'+ 3.1+091+
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX?
/7
DURBIN 'WATSON '. 2 . 214 81 3 5 24
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS 75. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: . i+ 2








0.559 0.59623U08 3 9 0.03723U08313
l.i+g 1.306023^81 0.1039760191
0.977 0.9'+uqu0uqi8 0.0320595082
0.525 0.6204^37106 " . 09 5 U 3 3 7 1 5
7
1.212 1.08U05031+9 0.127gU9651U





SOURCE DP SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1 .agavffoo 6.9 68 3Zr"l 1 .77U8E+2
RESIDUAL H 1. 5705£'~2 3. 9262£''*3






0. 478U 6. 3U86
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURPIN'WATSON: 2.645165667
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT Tn SCAT RESIPUALS VS. PRPPTC^ED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 2
RANGE OP Y: "O.l 0.1
54, Z
1.892 1.931289602 " . 3 9 2 R 96 2 2
6
0.577 0.5588261139 0.01817388 6 25
1.452 1.420953553 . 03 1 46 UU 68
3
0.931 0.9629232927 "0.0319232^269
0.51 0.564514 3 817 ~0.05U51U38173
1.188 1.09520 6 397
_0. 092713 r, 0326


















1 .4697£' + 2
R SQUARE: 0.98657U787





DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE-CnVAP TANCE MATRIX?
/7
DURBIN-WATSCN: 2.304U732UU
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
,V
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: O.i* 2






























SOURCE DF SUM SQUARES MEAN SOUAPE F -RATIO
'DEGRESSION 2 1.5867F00 l,9335E'l 1.1373£'+2
RESIDUAL U 2.7gOUff~2 6.9760E'"3
JOTAL 6 LGlueffO
\ SQUARE: 0.9827177035




0. 5029 5. 0031
10 YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -CO VARIANCE MATRIX?
V
lURBIN-WATSON: 1.361783889
no YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
SCAT RESIDUALS VS , PREDICTED Y?
0. 1
V
DO YOb' WANT TO sc
Y
RANGE OF X: 2
RANGE OF Y: "0. 15
52.
Z
2.025 1.9UR57U227 . 7 8 U 2 5 7 7 3 2
1
0.612 . 52149U1066U 0.08705891358
1.U42 1.472866743 "O . 30 8 66 7U 3 9
0.887 0.99 3 5040853 "0.1065040853
0.502 0.4709842G4 8 0.02201573524
1.115 1.131788352 "0.01678835242
1.126 1.150341261 "0.0 3 334126125
122

























DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE- COVARIANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON: 2.22229U38
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: . U 1.8


































Z^Sh REGRESS (AA*3i2) ,BB
A NOVA
SOURCE DP SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F -RATIO
REGRESSION 2 1
.
3999F00 6 .999t+r"i 2 .9U74Zr+2
RESIDUAL u 9. 4990r"3 2. 3 7 1+8?:" 3






0. 4818 8 . 2156
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE VARIANCE -COVAF IANCE MATRIX?
N
DURBIN-WATSON : 2.36840413
DO YOU WANT TO FORECAST A VALUE FOR Y?
N
DO YOU WANT TO SCAT RESIDUALS VS. PREDICTED Y?
Y
RANGE OF X: 0.4 2
RANGE OF Y: "0.06 0.08
S^ ,Z
1.892 1.887845824 0.00415 4 175^18
0.577 0.5522409586 0.02475904142
1.U52 1.4Uf=,511'^BF, 0.005 4 88013 759
0.931 0.9896040021 "0.9860400208







"All Possible Subsets Regression" was applied to the best
equation, number ((13)), to check the assumption about the
residuals being normally distributed with mean zero and
2
variance a . BMDP9R [7] was used as program package.
Figures 8 through 11 show normal probability plots for
standardized residuals for Groups 1 through 4. If the
assumption about normality was met, the standardized resi-
duals versus the expected normal values would follow a


































-1.05 -.350 .350 1.05 1.75
-1.40 -.700 0.00 .700 1.40
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
Figure 8
Normal Probability Plot, Group 1
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-1.75 -1.05 -.350 .350 1.05
-1.40 -.700 0.30 .700 1.40
STANOAROIZEO RESIDUAL
Figure 9
Normal Probability Plot, Group 2
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-1.75 -i.05 -.350 .350 1.05
-l.AO -.700 0.00 .700 1.40
STANOAROIZEO RESIDUAL
Figure 10
Normal Probability Plot, Group 3
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Normal Probability Plot, Group 4
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Another interesting question answered by "All Possible
Subsets Regression" was: which one of the independent
variables gave the most weight to the regression analysis?
For candidate model number ((1)), the untransformed data,
kill probability, X^ , and maximum range, X^, gave the highest
weight for all four groups, with missile price as the third
highest weighted variable. Reaction time, X-, and average
missile speed, X,, were both removed from the "best" subset
in all four groups. So also was X- for the expert group
(number 3). Out of all possible subsets for all four groups.
Group 2 using independent variables X, , X2 and Xr gave the
overall best result with an Mallows' Cp = 2.87 [8; pg. 532],
which is close to the ideal value 3.00. For further details
see Table 15.
The same procedure was applied to the data transformed
by the best equation using Group 4 as an example. In this
case the "best" subset gave a result almost identical to




Statistics for Best Subset for Candidate
Model Number ((1))
Group 1 :
STATISTICS FOR 'BeST* SUBSET
MALLOWS* CP 2.47
SQUARED MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.97658
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0,98822
ADJUSTED SQUARED MULT. CORR. 0.95316
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE 0.011002
STANDARD ERROR OF EST. 0.10^^892
F-STATISTIC 41.70
NUMERATOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM 3












































THE CONTRIBUTION TO R-SQUARED FOR EACH VARIABLE IS THE AMOUNT
BY WHICH R-SQUARHD WOULD BE REDUCED IF THAT VARIABLE WERE








ADJUSTED SQUARED MULT. CORR,
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE
STANDARD ERROR OF EST.
F-SFATISTIC
NUMERATOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM




























































THP rnNTRIRUTION TO R-SQJARED FOR EACH VARIABLE IS THE AMOUNT
BY WHICH R-SQUARED WOULD BE REDUCED IF THAT VARIABLE WERE








ADJUSTED SQUARED MULT. CORR.
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE
STANDARD ERROR Of- EST.
F-STATISTIC
NUMERATOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM




















































THE CONTRIBUTION TO R-SQUAREO FOR EACH ^ARIABLE IS THE AMOUNT
BY WHICH R-SQUARED WOULD BE REDUCED IF THAT VARIABLE WtKt








AOJUSTEO SQUARED MULT. CORR.
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE
STANDARD ERROR OF EST.
F-STATISTIC
NUMERATOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM























































THE CONTRIBUTION TO R-SQUARED FOR EACH VARIABLE IS THE AMOUNT
BY WHICH R-SQUAREO WOULD BE REDUCED IF THAT VARIABLE WERE




Statistics for Best Subset for the Best Equation,
Candidate Model Number ((13)), Group 4
STATISTICS FOR «6EST« SUBSET
SQUARED MULTIPLE CORRELATION
MULTIPLE CORRELATION
ADJUSTED SQUARED MULT. CGRR.
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE
STANDARD ERROR Of EST.
F- STATISTIC
NUMERATOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM


















































THE CONTRIBUTION TO R-SQUARED FOR EACH VARIABLE IS THE AMOUNT
BY WHICH R-SQUARED WOULD BE REDUCED IF THAT VARIABLE WERE
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